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Jamie G. Rosner Successfully Appeals School Sports
Injury
In April of 2009, our client, a high school student named Pedro, was participating in a game of
hockey. This game was not part of an organized league; it was merely an activity in his high
school physical education class. The game was comprised of two teams, with Pedro on one
team and the gym teacher on the other. While two additional students were technically also on
each team, they were not actively participating, and the game essentially became a one on one
battle between Pedro and the teacher.
Unfortunately, while attempting to score a goal, the gym teacher took a "slap shot," which is a
type of shot in hockey where the stick is raised higher than usual to give it more force and to
make it more difficult to stop. When the hockey stick came down to strike the puck, the stick
struck Pedro's hand causing him severe personal injuries. As a result, our firm was retained and
a lawsuit against the school district commenced.
Our theory of liability against the school district was based upon negligent supervision. We
argued that our client's participation in the game under those circumstances represented an
unreasonable risk of injury to the plaintiff. Furthermore, in taking a slap shot, the teacher
violated the rules of the game, which were intended to prevent injuries like the one Pedro
suffered. The school district made a motion to dismiss the case claiming we did not offer any
evidence that the school or teacher breached their duty to adequately supervise Pedro.
The court agreed with the school district, holding that Pedro's circumstances were akin to other
cases "where the injury causing incident occurs near spontaneously and without any opportunity
to intercede to prevent same no matter how diligent and focused the supervision." In other
words, the court felt that the slap shot was a spontaneous incident and could not be avoided.
We respectfully disagreed and brought the matter on appeal to the Appellate Division, Second
Department.
Attorney Jamie G. Rosner orally argued that the acts of the gym teacher could not be
spontaneous because he himself performed the slap shot. Moreover, an experienced gym
teacher should not be engaging in a one on one hockey game against a student without even
ensuring that protective equipment was worn. The Second Department agreed. It held:
The defendants' submissions raised questions of fact as to whether the conduct of [the
gym teacher], who was participating in the game during gym class and was involved in
the contact which allegedly injured the plaintiff, constituted proper supervision, as well
as whether the alleged negligent supervision was a proximate cause of the plaintiff's
injuries.

Although the fight is not yet over, we are glad to have been able to take this step
towards ensuring that Pedro's injuries are properly compensated for.
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